RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Faculty

- Amarnath Amarasingam (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/amarnath-amarasingam/)
- Richard S. Ascough (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/richard-s-ascough/)
- Dustin N. Atlas (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/dustin-atlas/)
- Forough Jahanbakhsh (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/forough-jahanbakhsh/)
- Danielle Lagrone (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/danielle-lagrone/)
- Jorge Legoas P. (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/jorge-legoas-p/)
- Sharday C. Mosurinjohn (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/sharday-c-mosurinjohn/),
- Aditi Sen (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/aditi-sen/)
- Tracy J. Trothen (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/tracy-j-trothen/)
- M. Shobhana Xavier (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/m-shobhana-xavier/)
- Pamela Dickey Young (https://www.queensu.ca/religion/people/faculty/pamela-dickey-young/)